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One of the heaviest day’s fighting in the Battle, and undoubtedly the heaviest to date, began quietly. The usual reconnaissance 
aircraft were present off East Anglia and over the Bristol Channel. Two small formations of five or six aircraft each flew over Dover 
and Kent, but 501 Squadron was unable to find them.
It was not until 11.10 hours that a sizeable plot appeared, estimated at 30 plus off Cap Gris Nez, and four squadrons were sent up:

501 Squadron – 11 Hurricanes up from Hawkinge to patrol base.
54 Squadron – 12 Spitfires up from Manston to patrol Dover.
56 Squadron – 12 Hurricanes up from Rochford to patrol Manston - did not make contact.
615 Squadron – 12 Hurricanes up from Kenley to patrol Dungeness.

The first raid crossed the coast near Dungeness at 11.29 hours and divided into two formations. One group of 26 Ju87s of II/StG1 
headed to Lympne, bombed the hangars and oil stores, and withdrew without being intercepted. The 24-plus Ju87s from IV(St)/LG1 
made for Hawkinge and Dover that were both bombed, but the pilots of 501 Squadron then executed a ‘bounce’ from the sun on the 
Ju87s. A small group of Me110s flashed over Manston, strafing and bombing as they went.
54 Squadron, which was at 16,000 feet inland of Dover, first spotted 40 Me109s that scattered and headed out into the Channel when 
challenged. As the squadron reformed they found Ju87s bombing from 7,000 feet near Dover, protected by another 40 Me109s that 
were circling in groups of four or five at 17,000 feet. ‘B’ Flight from 615 Squadron was ‘bounced’ by Me109s, but 56 Squadron arrived 
on the scene too late to engage.

RAF Victory Claims  Combat A    11.30 - 12.00 hrs Dover

501 Sqn  F/Lt G E B Stoney    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  F/Lt G E B Stoney    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge
501 Sqn F/Lt G E B Stoney    Ju87 probable   Hawkinge
501 Sqn  P/O J A A Gibson    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  P/O J A A Gibson    Ju87 damaged   Hawkinge
501 Sqn  P/O S Witorzeńć    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  P/O S Witorzeńć    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  Sgt P C P Farnes    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  Sgt P C P Farnes    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  Sgt D A S McKay    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  Sgt D A S McKay    Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge 
501 Sqn  P/O P C Dafforn    Ju87 damaged   south of Folkestone 
501 Sqn  P/O P C Dafforn    Ju87 damaged   south of Folkestone 
501 Sqn  Sgt A Głowacki     Ju87 destroyed  Hawkinge

54 Sqn   F/O A C Deere     Me109 destroyed  Dover
54 Sqn   F/O A C Deere     He113 damaged  Hawkinge 
54 Sqn   F/O D G Gribble    Ju87 damaged   Dover-Hawkinge 
54 Sqn   F/O D A P McMullen   He113 damaged  Dover-Hawkinge 
54 Sqn   P/O W P Hopkin    Ju87 damaged   Dover-Hawkinge
54 Sqn   Sgt N A Lawrence    Ju87 destroyed  Dover-Hawkinge 
54 Sqn   Sgt N A Lawrence    Ju87 destroyed  Dover-Hawkinge 
54 Sqn   Sgt N A Lawrence    Ju87 destroyed  Dover-Hawkinge 
 
615 Sqn  F/O A Eyre      Me109 destroyed  south-east of Folkestone 
615 Sqn  P/O K T Lofts         - shared –

Luftwaffe Victory Claims     Combat A    11.30 - 12.00 hrs    Dover

II/JG26   Hptm Karl Ebbighausen  Spitfire   south-west of Dover 
III/JG26   Maj Adolf Galland    Spitfire   10km east of Dover 
7/JG26   Ofw Heinrich Oetteking   Spitfire   south of Littlestone 
8/JG26   Ofw Heinrich Oetteking   Spitfire   south of Littlestone 
8/JG26   Lt Gustav Sprick    Spitfire   Dover-north-west Boulogne 
8/JG26  Lt Heinz Ebeling    Hurricane  Folkestone 

2/JG51   Hptm Ernst Wiggers   Curtiss 
5/JG51   Uffz Rudolf Helber    Hurricane  Folkestone 
5/JG51  Hptm Horst Tietzen    Hurricane  Folkestone 
5/JG51   Hptm Horst Tietzen    Hurricane  Folkestone 
7/JG51   Hptm Walter Oesau   Spitfire   south of Folkestone 
7/JG51  Hptm Walter Oesau   Spitfire   5km south of Folkestone 
9/JG51   Oblt Arnold Lignitz    Hurricane  south of Folkestone 

RAF Victory Claims
15 August 1940 - 11.30 - 12.00  hrs. Combat A. Dover

Opposite page:  Camera 
gun footage from Sgt Paul 
Farnes’ Hurricane showing 
him getting very close to 
a Stuka before another 
Hurricane flashes in front 
of his sights.

54 Squadron IntellIgence report

The squadron was ordered to patrol behind Dover at 16,000 feet and engage enemy 
fighters. The squadron acting from Manston, came in behind Dover and saw AA fire 
directed out to sea. About 40 Me109s were seen at this height and immediately they 
saw our fighters they turned and scattered making straight for Calais. Some of our 
pilots were able to get in a few shots at the stragglers of this formation, but were unable 
to inflict any damage.

By the time the squadron had been reformed, they were ordered to Hawkinge where 
it was noticed the aerodrome was being bombed. 40 Ju87 dive bombers were seen at 
about 7,000 feet bombing between Dover and Hawkinge. They were escorted by a large 
number of approximately 40 He113s above 17,000 feet. This made it impossible for the 
squadron to engage the bombers and only two of our pilots fired at them, without being 
able to inflict very much damage.

The He113s numbering about 50 must have been reinforcements because they stayed 
at about 19,000 feet and above circling in fours and fives. Our pilots tried to break these 
circles but, being unsuccessful, returned home.

The following points of interest arose out of this combat:

Whilst the Me109s made for home, seemingly on a prearranged plan, the He113s, at 
their usual height, were there to prevent mass attack on the dive bombers.

Circling tactics of the He113s were very effective.
The He113s had yellow strips on their wing tips and possibly (the pilot cannot 

positively be certain) stripes on the tail.
Our pilots thought the He113 faster than the 109.

The following enemy casualties are claimed:
Sgt Lawrence 3 Ju87s Destroyed in flames. This pilot himself was shot down and 

was rescued by the Navy. The exact circumstances of his rescue and the manner in 
which he shot down these machines are not yet known.

Our casualties - Aircraft – 2 Damaged (category 3)
Pilots – 2 – Sgt Lawrence.
Sgt Klozinski, severely injured. Sgt Klozinski is not in a fit condition to make a 

statement although he may have some enemy casualties to claim.
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501 Squadron IntellIgence report

Engagement of 501 Squadron with Ju87s on 15th August, 1940 over Hawkinge area at 11.30 hours.

No. 501 Squadron consisting of 11 Hurricanes was 
put up to patrol Hawkinge at 5,000 feet and later at 
12,000 feet. They were told that e/a were approaching 
Folkestone at 10,000 feet from south east. By this 
time the squadron was just to the north of Folkestone 
and sighted 20+ Ju87s coming in from the south 
east. The squadron came down south wheeling right 
round to follow the enemy towards Hawkinge, thus 
cutting off the enemy’s retreat. ‘A’ Flight in the front 
led the attack on a formation of Ju87s and each shot 
down one of these planes. Yellow Section attacked 
other formations of Ju87s singly, the squadron having 
broken formation. Some of the pilots were attacked 
by Me109s and He113s. Two of our pilots baled out, 
Blue 1 (F/Lt Putt) landing in the sea. He was picked 
up later, Red Section directing the rescue boat. Yellow 
1 (P/O J A A Gibson) also baled out, landing near 
Folkestone. Eight aircraft landed again at Hawkinge 
at 12.00 hours and another landed at Gravesend. Our 
own losses in aircraft were two Hurricanes and no 
personnel. Enemy casualties were 10 Ju87s destroyed, 
1 Ju87 probably and three Ju87s damaged.

Contemporary Accounts 501 Sqn
15 August 1940 - 11.30 - 12.00  hrs. Combat A. Dover
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The Story Behind a Famous Photo

15 August 1940 - 11.30 - 12.00  hrs. Combat A. Dover

 501 Squadron pilots photographed at Hawkinge on 15 August 1940. Standing Left to right: 
Stefan Witorzeńć, George Stoney, Antoni Głowacki. Sitting: Bob Dafforn, Paul Farnes, 
John Gibson and Hugh Adams.

It shows ‘Hawkeye’ Lee taking the mickey out of ‘Gibbo’ re his ‘new’ shoes.  On the 
morning of 15th August, 501 Squadron engaged Ju87s over Hawkinge and Gibson chased 
a Stuka that eventually crashed into houses in Folkestone.  Unfortunately, Gibbo’s 
Hurricane was hit by the rear gunner and set on fire.  His problem was that he had only 
recently bought a new pair of shoes and knew that when he baled he would lose them. 
Thinking quickly he took them off, tied them together, put his ‘Officer’s card’ (like a 
modern day business card) in them and threw them out before steering his burning 
aircraft away from Folkestone and baling out! His Hurricane crashed a few miles away 
near Alkham.  This led to ‘Hawkeye’ Lee ribbing Gibson for risking his life and the 
residents of Folkestone to save his shoes!
Remarkably, Gibson’s shoes were found and returned to RAF Hawkinge where they were 
reunited with the pilot shortly afterwards.

Right: John Gibson’s original combat report from 
this action on 15 August 1940.  Don McKay’s combat 
report confirms that Gibson’s Stuka was the one 
that crashed in Folkestone.

The famous photograph on the opposite page along 
with others taken on the day have often been 
captioned as having been taken on 16 August. 
However, the photo of Gibson with his parachute 
in this old press clipping below, would suggest that 
they were actually taken on 15 August shortly after 
the morning’s combat.
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IntellIgence report

12 Hurricanes of 615 Squadron left Kenley 
11.25 hours to patrol Dungeness, when in the 
air were ordered to intercept Raids 29 and 
31. When over Folkestone the leading flight 
‘A’ Flight turned right to investigate some a/c 
which turned out to be Spitfires. As ‘A’ Flight 
turned away, ‘B’ Flight was attacked by 6 
Me109s diving out of the sun.

P/O Truran (Green 3) received one cannon 
shell in the fuselage which set it on fire and 
afterwards went out, also one cannon shell in 
his port wing, he was however able to return 
to Kenley though slightly wounded in the legs.

F/O Eyre (Blue 1) and P/O Lofts (Blue 3) 
dived from 10,000 feet on the tail of an Me109 
(which was on the tail of a Hurricane which 
appeared to be smoking) after several bursts 
of fire from 200 to 150 yards, the e/a stalled 
and burst into flames, the pilot baling out, the 
e/a crashed into the sea close to the land near 
Folkestone.

There was no cloud, but a very slight haze. 
Standard armament was used, no cine camera 
guns fitted.

The colour of the camouflage of the Me109 
was very like our fighters, also having a yellow 
circle round the black cross on the fuselage 
and a white strip on the fin end. The tips of 
the wings had a yellow band in the shape of a 
curve probably to make the wing tips appear 
round instead of square.

10 aircraft of 615 Squadron landed Kenley 
between 12.06 and 12.45 hours. 1 aircraft 
which landed at Hawkinge after the patrol is 
still there.

Enemy casualties ..... 1 Me109 Destroyed.
Our casualties .......... 1 Missing Sgt Halton
1 Wounded - P/O Truran

Contemporary Accounts 615 Sqn
15 August 1940 - 11.30 - 12.00  hrs. Combat A. Dover

I was Blue Leader of 3 a/c with 9 others of my squadron at 11,000’ flying north-east over Folkestone. Suddenly Blue 3 
noticed 6 Me109s behind and above coming out of the sun. Blue 3 and I half rolled on to the leading Me109 and I gave 
him 3 bursts of 5 seconds attacking together behind, above and below. At times it was hard to avoid hitting Blue 3. Finally 
he burst into flames at about 8,000 feet and baled out as the aircraft started to spin. I circled him in the sea but several 
others were doing the same so I returned and re-armed at Hawkinge. Blue 3 confirms this engagement which took place 
at approximately 11.45. The parachutist was picked up by a rowing boat from the shore.

The above Me109 is shared with P/O Lofts who has made a separate combat report and was Blue 3.
F/O A Eyre - Blue 1, B Flt, 615 Squadron ”

“
F/O Anthony Eyre describes details of his latest combat to the Intelligence 
Officer with a 615 Squadron Hurricane in the background.  This photo 
was taken on 15th August at Hawkinge so he may well be describing the 
combat report printed here.
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